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Abstract 

In 2006, 25,000 readers of the Stop Look Listen BBC website magazine voted in the 

magazine’s public information film (pif) festival to find out the nation’s favourite pif. The 

poll was to mark the 60th anniversary of the Central Office of Information (COI). With a 

majority of nearly 10,000 votes, the animated Charley Says series came out a clear winner 

with animated classics, Tufty and Joe and Petunia, second and third respectively. Lonely 

Water was the highest live action pif in fourth place. The purpose of this paper explicates 

Lonely Water (Jeff Grant, 1973) and the Charley Says series (Richard Taylor Cartoons, 1973) 

and examines animated and live action narratives used to warn and persuade children and 

adults concerning health and safety. The introduction will include a brief history of pifs, 

informing the reader of the nature of the films, why the films were commissioned and their 

aims. As there is a multitude of various information films, a brief pif taxonomy will give the 

reader clarity between the various types of information films. 

 

 
Lonely Water: Filmmaking techniques for Lonely Water will investigate Soviet Russian 

film director and film theorist, Sergei Eisenstein’s methods of montage. Also, the techniques 

employed by British film director, Alfred Hitchcock when enhancing suspense in a visual 

narrative. I will analyze theatrical filmmaking narratives conveyed through mise-en-scene 

and focus on key aspects of mise-en-scene. For example, set design, lighting, space, 

composition, costume, acting and filmstock. 

 
Charley Says Series: I will briefly document cut-out animation with references from Richard 

Taylor and investigate how animation is used in an educational narrative. The Charley Says 

series is memorable for its effective use of audio, character relationships and familiar patterns 

within the narrative, therefore I will include historical discussion regarding embodiment and 

performativity. This aspect will argue whether classic animated pifs were more memorable 

visually as opposed to only being effective in persuasion. 

 
The conclusion will give the reader a concise understanding as to how the research paper has 

been documented and how the context will serve for my practice on a future project. I will 

consolidate my thoughts with research questions with the aim that the reader can consider the 

questions objectively. 

 

 
 

 

Keywords: public information films, animation, horror, mise-en-scene, montage, 
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Introduction 

What is a public information film? 

A public information film (pif hereafter) is a short film usually between 1 -10 minutes in 

duration. The earliest pifs were made during World War 2 and were commissioned by the 

Ministry of Defense. They were made by the amateur actor, Richard Massingham when he 

set up a company named Public Relationship Films LTD. The films were usually shown in 

cinemas during the war. After the war, the films were produced by the Central Office of 

Information (COI hereafter) and were usually shown during advertising breaks. The films 

were also known as fillers and were aired on British television during breaks with 

commercials. The target audience, especially during the 1970s was mainly aimed at children. 

The aim was to inform and raise awareness to the public about a particular issue. For 

example, road safety or crime prevention. The issues which were brought to the public’s 

attention were generally issues which emerged at a particular time. For instance, in the 1970s, 

the dangers of drink-driving and in the 1980s, sexually transmitted diseases such as aids were 

addressed. 

 

 
Public Information Film Taxonomy 

Whether watching a moving image on an advertising billboard or being shown a short film 

displayed on the passenger seat in front of you as your plane is about to take off, it is 

important to establish the various types of short films that are created for the public for 

informative and persuasive purposes. 

 
The Public Information Film 

Short films which are funded by the government. The films are to inform the public on issues 

generally relating to health and safety. 

 

Educational Films 

Films which are specifically made for schools, universities and companies such as airlines for 

educational or training purposes. 

 

 

Independent Information Films 

Films which are privately funded. The films inform the public about their organization and in 

the case of charity organizations, ways in which the public can contribute to their 

organization. 

 
Propaganda Films 

In the same case of the public information films, propaganda films are funded by the 

government. The films are shown during a war and often contain strong graphic imagery and 

forceful messages with the intention of provoking the audience against their adversaries. 
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Lonely Water* (Jeff Grant, 1973) 

Figure 3: Lonely Water (Jeff Grant, 1973) 

 

(*also referred to as The Spirit of Dark and Lonely Water and Dark and Lonely Water) 
 

In the early 1970s, fatalities concerning children drowning in lakes and ditches prompted the 

COI to raise awareness in water safety. A number of pifs aimed at children focused on 

learning how to swim and the dangers of swimming in unsafe environments. 

 
In 1973, a script written by Christine Hermon, who at that time was a producer at the COI, 

was sent to Jeff Grant with the intention that he would direct the 90-second film. Grant 

agreed, though he could never imagine that the pif in question would become one of the most 

iconic and one of the most talked about pifs of all time. 

 
The film was designed to scare using a hooded figure which acted as a harbinger for death 

and disaster. The spirit would appear on the scene when children were playing perilously near 

water (Figure 3). After the locations were chosen, the film was shot over two days. 

 

 
Eisenstein and methods of montage influences 
The effectiveness of Lonely Water is conducive to cut and pasted application in order to create 

an emotional reaction to its audience. The father of the montage theory, Sergei Eisenstein, has 

played a crucial role in how we perceive film language. In almost every film we watch today, 

we can see influences in his montage techniques. From his seminal essay in 1923, he explains: 

“ An attraction (in our diagnosis of theatre) is any aggressive moment in theatre, i.e. any 

element of it that subjects the audience to emotional or psychological influence, verified by 
experience and mathematically calculated to produce specific emotional shocks in the 
spectator in their proper order within the whole. These shocks provide the only opportunity of 

perceiving the ideological aspect of what is being shown, the final ideological conclusion” 
(Eisenstein, 2014:34) By analysing Lonely Water, it is clear that Eisenstein’s montage 

influences are evident throughout the film. 

 

 
 

Tonal & Overtonal Montage: The boy has lost balanced, arms outstretched, mouth wide 

open, he falls out of frame. The audience hear the inevitable splash, empowering their 

imagination. The overtonal montage being the background element (i.e. the splash to indicate 

trouble). We see a similar action and the same montage technique again later in the film. A 

boy`s arm holding onto a branch. He leans forward, urgency in his face (Figure 4). His fingers 

gripping the branch, the sound of the creaking branch intensifies, the shot is cut back to the boy 
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leaning towards the camera, the branch breaks (ducks quack), the boy falls, again the audience 

hear the splash and the ducks quacking. The shot ends with the spirit turning away, walking 

from the reeds. 

 

 

 

Metric Montage: The most basic form of montage which focuses on the length of the shot. 

The opening sequence begins with a 13 second pan which sets the film up. The camera gently 

panning across a misty stretch of murky dark water amid twisted brambles draping from the 

bank into the water. The voice-over increases the tension, "I am the Spirit of Dark and Lonely 

Water, ready to trap the unwary, the show-off, the fool, and this is the kind of place you'd expect 

to find me". The pan has almost ended yet the tension is still being maintained. The scene ends 

with an image of ghoulish spirit appearing menacingly in the mist (Figure 5). 

 

Figure 6: The Cabinet of Dr Caligari (Robert Weine, 1920) 

 

The success in which Lonely Water is credited to what it can be attributed for. It is its classic 

use of mise-en-scene (from French it is literally translated as ‘placing on stage’) ‘The 
organization of the contents of the frame encompasses the relationship of the actors to one 

other and to the décor, but also their relationship to the camera, and thus the audience’s 

view’ (J.Gibbs,2002:5) 

Figure 4: Lonely Water (Jeff Grant, 1973) Figure 5: Lonely Water (Jeff Grant, 1973) 

Aspects of Mise-en-Scene 
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In German filmmaking in the early twentieth century, mise-en-scene is conveyed through 

tone, meaning and narrative information. German Expressionist films of the 1920s are 

characterized by their expressionistic key aspects such as sets with jagged edges, dark 

shadows and menacing looking people in threatening environments. The stories often 

featuring mental illness. A notable example of these combined cinematic elements can be 

seen in the Cabinet of Dr Caligari (Robert Weine, 1920) (Figure 6). Set designer, Hermann 

Warm, together with painters, Walter Reimann and Walter Rohrig, convey the character’s 

internal state of mind through their set design and blocking (Thomas. M 2010). Using the key 

aspects of mise-en-scene. For example, set design, lighting, space, composition, make-up, 

hairstyles, acting etc. Mise-en-scene influences have been analysed in the making of Lonely 

Water: 

 

 
Set Design: The visual elements displayed, set the scene in the form of rusty cars, bathtubs, 

sofas and various other disobedient objects which provide potential death traps for children. 

Notice how the objects are clearly visible heightening visual impact (Figure 7). 

 

Lighting: The mood is set at the beginning of the film as the camera gently pans across a 

misty stretch of murky, dark water amid twisted brambles draping from the bank into the 

water. The streaks of clear water clash with dark water resulting in menacing and eerie shapes 

reflecting from the water surface (Figure 8). 

Space: An important and largely overseen aspect of mise-en-scene is the emphasis on space. 

At the end of the scene an image of ghoulish spirit appears menacingly in the mist (Figure 5). 

Size and proportion of the object, in this case, the spirit, are key in determining relationships 

between mood and cinematic narrative. 

 

Composition: The composition is masterly balanced by the children appearing dominant 

and expressive, looking down at the ensuing spectacle. The children appear almost 

silhouetted against the sky backdrop. The tension of the scene reaches its peak as the dark 

spirit stealthily appears into frame amidst the anxiety of the children (Figure 9). 

 

 

Figure 7: Lonely Water (Jeff Grant, 1973) Figure 8: Lonely Water (Jeff Grant, 1973) Figure 9: Lonely Water (Jeff Grant, 1973) 
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Costume: The clothes and hairstyles in the film are typical of children in the 1970s. 

Casually dressed and scruffy by appearance. This aspect also suggests that the film makers 

intended to portray their characters in a contemporary style in which their target audience 

(children) could identify with (Figure 10). The menace is represented by a silent figure, 

dressed in a monk’s cape; face obscured by the hood. 

 
Acting: The acting is largely in the form of performativity. The characters perform in 

animated movements such as jumping, waving, pointing, prodding and stretching. Facial 

expressions in close-up shots depicting contorted and snarling faces (Figure 11). 

 

Filmstock: The grainy footage and sombre colours are very prevalent in 1970s British 

horror dramas, evoking dark, visceral qualities (Figure 12). 

 
 

Figure 10: Lonely Water (Jeff Grant, 1973) Figure 11: Lonely Water (Jeff Grant, 1973) Figure 12: Lonely Water (Jeff Grant, 1973) 
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Alfred Hitchcock-Scene Transitions and Narrative Logic 

Pifs of the 1970s became memorable due to the ‘crackle static’, characteristics notable in 

Hammer Horror productions. As the director of Lonely Water, Jeff Grant, stated on his 

wordpress blog when referring to pif filmmakers “filmmakers were often restricted by what 
they were allowed to film”. However, he was given a free license by the COI when making 

Lonely Water. The intended script allowed Grant creative opportunities as a director. The aim 

of the film was to warn children about the dangers of playing around lakes and ponds. It is 

clear that the characteristics of the film are set out to scare (i.e. a hooded figure, a chilling 

narration by Donald Pleasence, misty, murky lakes surrounded by spiky brambles etc). At 

1:08 suspense is created using Hitchcockian techniques. The camera zooms into the hooded 

figure (Figures 13-15). 
 
 

 

Figures (sequential) 16-19: Rope (Alfred Hitchcock, 1948) 

Figures (sequential) 13-15: Lonely Water (Jeff Grant, 1973) 

The technique also serves a transition. The ‘disguised cut’ (also known as dissolves) featured 

prominently in Alfred Hitchcock’s Rope (1948). During a scene at the beginning of the film 

where supercilious murderers Brandon and Philip are in conversation next to the wooden 

chest with the corpse inside. “Hitchcock disguised the cuts by ending one shot on a dark area 

that temporarily blacked out the screen” (Adair, 2002: 88) (Figures 16-19). As David 

Bordwell points out in his book, The Classical Hollywood Cinema, the transitional 

characteristics in filmmaking became very prevalent 1940s as cinematographers strived to 

great lengths in making lengthy complex tracking shots (Bordwell, 1985). 
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Charley Says Series (Richard Taylor Cartoons, 1973) 

 
 

Figure 22: Crystal Tipps and Alistair (Richard Taylor Cartoons, 1971) 
 

The Charley Says series dealt primarily with issues on child safety such as the dangers of 

playing with matches, falling into water and talking to strangers etc. The narrative was based 

on a nameless young boy and his pet cat named, Charley. In each episode, Charley, who was 

voiced by the comedian, Kenny Everett would communicate by meowing which the young 

boy, using a voice of a seven year-old boy, would translate to the viewers. There were five 

Charley Says films all made in 1973: Falling into Water, In the Kitchen, Matches, Mummy 

Should Know, Charley’s Tea Party & Strangers. 

Figure 20: Charley Says, Strangers (Richard Taylor Cartoons, 1973) Figure 21: Charley Says, Strangers (Richard Taylor Cartoons, 1973) 

Series Overview 

Charley Says are a series of cut-out animated pifs targeted at children in the UK and 

produced by the COI in the early 1970s (Figures 20-21) . The six films were produced by 

Richard Taylor Cartoons. Richard Taylor had previously used the cut-out technique in other 

work, notably in Crystal Tipps and Alistair, a British animated series for children (Figure 22). 
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The Uncanny & Cut-out Animation 

The Charley Says animations are memorable in the way that the animations draw empathy 

from viewers, particularly younger viewers. From research on social media, it is clear that 

opinions, largely from a 40-55 age group, indicate that the series is celebrated due to the eerie 

quality of the characters. If we take this opinion, we can draw on Sigmund Frued’s essay Das 

Unheimliche (The Uncanny), where the audience visualizes familiar and unfamiliar 

representations within each narrative. The result being an experience of peculiar, mysterious 

or repulsive, mixed emotions. Masahiro Mori introduced a concept termed Uncanny Valley 

(Figure 23). The concept involves negative emotional response in the theory in aesthetics. 

Beings look and move in a manner that is familiar and natural but not exactly. A ‘moving’ 

likeness can be seen in robots, puppets and non-moving likeness are visible in stuffed animals 

and corpses. Although the concept predominately focuses on physical resemblance in 3D 

animation and robots, as I see it, Taylor’s cut-out imagery of human/animal representations 

added with unintelligible language (from Charley) is able to evoke our emotions in similar 

fashion. 
 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 23: Uncanny Valley Graph (Masahiro Mori, 1971) 

 

The series uses a technique known as cut-out animation. A technique that produces flat 

imagery and used in the world’s earliest known animated feature films made in Argentina by 

Quirino Christiani (Figure 24). The animation is made directly under the camera and carries a 

highly personal charge (Taylor, 1996). The advantages of using the cut-out technique is that 

the animator needs fewer drawings as opposed to traditional animation using cels. 
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Figure 24: Quirino Christini demonstrating the cut-out technique (1983) Figure 25: El Apostol (Quirini Christini, 1917) 
 

The Charley Says series was completed in just six weeks. Taylor concludes, ‘there are 
limitations. Fluid movements, particularly perspective, is not easy to achieve with flat 

puppets, and cut-out will not usually sustain lengths of more than five minutes. Close-ups of 

faces don’t work well, which makes dialogue requiring lip-sync less common, though it is 
achievable. A mimed story is most typical”. The aesthetic and appeal of this technique could 

be argued that the cut-out pieces haphazardly jitter and bounce as opposed to a smooth fluid 

motion. Interestingly, Sheila Graber claims that cut-out animation as an expressive medium is 

not often used today. The reason being, she states, that it is a medium with limited 

possibilities. (Graber, 2009) 

 

 

 

 

Educational Narratives within Animation 

Due to the flexibility of animation, the medium is able to represent form and shape in which 

live action footage could not represent. Animation mimics reality and its abstractions can 

play on the psychological state of the imagination. The visual elements are key areas in which 

the animators would consider when creating an educational animated film. However, using 

animation as a medium to persuade and to teach younger viewers can be problematic. For 

instance, if the animation contains unrealistic actions such as distressing body parts or 

morphing static objects into living creatures, the focus could potentially distract the viewers, 

losing the message as a result. 

 

The Charley Says series became memorable because of its simplistic and unique design. The 

series focuses on a relationship between a young boy and his pet. It would be not uncommon 

for children to have a family pet or a pet of their own. Younger viewers are able to identify 

and engage with the harmony of the human and animal relationship. Companionship- a 

commonly stated reason for pet ownership (Van Houte and Javis, 1995). Pets enable 

responsibility for children and an opportunity to develop a personal relationship. Paul Wells 

also discusses pifs of the 1970s though more in the context of how animals are presented in 

animation (Wells, 2009). 
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Establishing the character roles is key in order to persuade. In the series, Charley is generally 

seen as the moral sense of the boy. However, not for the viewers to assume that the boy 

entirely makes all the mistakes, their roles are reversed in some of the stories. At the end of 

each episode, the boy informs the viewers of a particular potential danger beginning with his 

mantra, “Charley says….” The scene ends with the characters being rewarded with food for 

their good behaviour. 

 
So we learn that the series success is down to many factors. A consistent structure and 

rhythm within the narrative is maintained in each film. A verbal catchy expression that we 

mimic when recalling the series. And, the characters do not conflict but perform in natural 

environments (i.e. children go to public areas such as parks, play inside and outside their 

houses). 

 
 

 

Embodiment & Performativity 

The series is also memorable as the characters are given personalities. In the early Disney 

movies, after the advent of sound in technology, characters developed personalities. Don 

Graham from the Disney school of animation observed ‘Minnie in the Barn Dance was the 

first character to develop a personality’ (D. Crafton, 2013: 36/37). Charley is given an 

untranslated language for the boy to translate and address a particular issue. In his book, 

Shadow of a Mouse, Crafton goes on to say, ‘the voice is one of the most obvious ways to 

embody a character on-screen. Instead, animators turned their attention to bodily motion and 
gestures as ways to express personality’ 

 

While the Charley Says pif series is remembered for its creepy manner in which the 

characters informed the audience. Richard Taylor, the series maker, with his cut-out 

animation technique, was largely unnoticed though a key figure in post war UK animation 

industry. The irony being that Taylor was the performer. As the American film director Brad 

Bird; who started his career as an animator famously put it: 

 
“What is typically lost in discussions about animation is the fact that when you watch an 
animated film, the performance you’re seeing is the one the animator is giving to you. If an 
animated character makes you laugh or cry, feel fear, anger, empathy, or a million other 
emotions, it is largely due to the work of these often unsung artists, who invest a lot of 

themselves in the creation of these indelible moments’ (D.Crafton, 2013: 15) 
 

 
 

Figure 26: The Barn Dance (Walt Disney, 1929) 
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Persuasive Rotoscoping 

It is arguable in terms of persuasion, which mediums, live action or animation were more 

effective. The results from the BBC opinion poll in 2006 suggests that the animated forms are 

the more persuasive as the first three pifs in the list are animations. However, it is important 

to consider that the opinion poll was based on the favourite pif by the public. The 

effectiveness in terms of persuasion remains unclear. The list also notes a clear division 

between mediums-animation and live action. However, and interestingly, it is worth noting 

that listed third in the poll, Joe and Petunia (Nicolas Cartoons) (Figure 26) crossed this 

division. 

 

 

Figure (sequential) 28: Joe and Petunia, Worn Tyres, (Nicholas Cartoons, 1968-73) 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 27: Joe and Petunia, Coastguard (Nicholas Cartoons, 1968-73) 
 

The films were a very popular series, consisting of four films made between 1968-1973. 

Worn Tyres was the last in the series, and coincidentally made in 1973, crosses the division 

between animation and live action. It is the darkest of the films informing the public against 

the dangers of using worn out tyres. The pif ends in frantic and sinister fashion as the car 

spins of the road and into a tree. The cartoon imagery of the countryside changes to live 

action of a car accident. A technique called rotoscoping (Figure 27). The visual impact 

combined with Joe’s narration, “Nice view up here, Petunia” “Yes, very nice, Joe” (implying 

they had perished in the accident) sends out a menacing and edgier message as a result. 
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Conclusion 

While growing up in England in the 1970s, I was always fascinated by British pifs. These 

‘fillers’, as they were known, added an alternative ingredient in television viewing. Some 

would argue that viewing became more entertaining as these compact infomercials would 

often pop-up unannounced during commercial breaks. The persuasive message carried within 

each theme often shocked its audience to the extent that the terrifying imagery made an 

indelible mark on our minds in childhood. The pifs became an early introduction to the horror 

thriller genre for me, and it was no surprise to learn in my research that the 1970s were 

considered the golden age of the pif in Britain. As pifs have been around since 1945, it would 

have been impractical to document British pifs over the past 70 years. Therefore, it was 

important for me to document pifs which were relevant for my practice. My practice focuses 

on horror themes and how the genre is communicated through mediums. The research for this 

paper has helped me contextualize my practice considerably, specifically in film and the 

developments of the rotoscope technique which is referenced briefly in Persuasive 

Rotoscoping, focusing on the Joe and Petunia pif. The art form has advanced considerably 

over the years. From Richard Linklater’s rotoscoped films, Waking Life (2001) (Figure 28) 

and A Scanner Darkly (2006) to Pixar animations. It is also important to consider the issues 

surrounding rotoscoping as an art form and questions raised by Kim Louise Walden in her 

2008 essay on feature length pictures. “What have been the consequences of this digital 
animation technique for screen performance and what spectatorial pleasures does this mean 

of storytelling afford its audience?” 
 

 

 

Figure 29: Waking Life (Richard Linklater, 2001) 
 

During my research I have tried to investigate areas which gives the reader a general 

understanding of pifs, a brief history, the directors, film/ animation techniques, film stills in 

the illustrations index etc. As part of my research methodology, I was fortunate to be able to 

briefly interview Jeff Grant and Tony Dykes from the British Film Institute. Their insightful 

observations (see appendix) on my research question (below) were invaluable. For historical, 

factual documentary on Lonely Water, Jeff Grant’s comments on Wordpress were useful. 

Through this research paper, I was able to articulate the following research question. 

 

Evidence shows that creative fear inducing stimulus of the 1970s was achieved using 

simplistic and what is considered comical techniques today such as the cut-out animations, 

humorous narrations and ghoulish figures menacingly watching over us. Contemporary pifs 

seem ineffective in the art of persuasion as their 1970s predecessors. Now, the digital age is 

constantly rewiring us and according to recent surveys, making it difficult for us to 

concentrate (Carr, 2010), deteriorating our memories, making us less empathetic, less 

practical and as a result, we are developing more phobias. Considering these issues, how can 

we create effective visual persuasion and raise awareness especially to a younger audience on 

areas such as health and safety issues and in particular, the dangers of the Internet? 
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Appendix 

(i) 

If, as you say, today’s young people are immune to many of the techniques of persuasion used 
by film makers in the past and many in the present, I doubt the remedy lies in trying to do 

anything clever in terms of new visual techniques. I think it comes down to a question of trust. 
Young people – and not-so-young people – have very good reason to distrust much of what 
they see around them today – and that includes so much of what they see on TV. If you don’t 
trust, you don’t believe; if you don’t believe, then whatever is aimed at you has little effect. 

Young people are bombarded on all sides with stuff most of them cease to actually believe 
once past the toddler stage. TV commercials, the constant background to the domestic lives of 
so many of them, put out a constant diet of half-truths, often bordering on plain untruths. 

These are commonly aired during programs often distinguished primarily by their 
superficiality and inanity. In trails for films, cars explode like volcanoes erupting, buildings 
collapse like a house of cards, people walk upside down cars get involved in impossibly eye- 

watering accidents. If young people hear their parents talking, they’ll know politicians are 

generally regarded as twisters, as are the men and women who front the corporations who 
seem really to run their lives these days. Who and what can a young person trust? Not much, 

I fear. So why would they trust what a short piece of film, sandwiched in among the rest of 
the visual cacophony had to say, however ‘clever’ and ‘innovative’ its visual style? 

 

 
 

If I were still directing PIF’s I would stick with, or insist on going back to, some basics. 

On the TV or cinema screen, I believe the more outre you get, the less believable you get – 

and I said ‘believable’, not ‘impressive’. Modern visual techniques can be mightily 
impressive. But you wouldn’t start to believe much of it – and I don’t think audiences do. 
How often do you hear someone – usually a man, I’m afraid (!) – saying how much he 

enjoyed such-and-such a film, mainly because ‘the special effects were great’. If a PIF or 

video of any sort which has a serious message to get across, especially for young people, then 
it has to be set in and executed in an overall believable context. 

 

 

So how to do that? If there’s an answer I think it lies in some fundamentals. Simple things 
impact – period. Being in a unfamiliar darkened house at night and coming to a closed door 

which very slowly starts to open and to reveal – well, what? We don’t know until it’s swung 
right back and in the meantime the imagination races. And that’s why it’s scary – because of 
what the viewer conjures up in his/her imagination, rather that what’s actually on the screen. 

Watch an Ingmar Bergman film such as ‘Wild Strawberries’, or ‘The Seventh Seal’ to see the 
technique exquisitely applied. 

 

Simple things impact – period. For me, the most powerful shot in ‘Jurassic Park’ is not the 

beautifully designed and choreographed ‘dinosaurs’ – they’re too perfect and defined by far; 
no, it’s that half-full glass of water standing on the ground with little ripples running across 

it caused by some unknown ‘thing’ whose terrifying, pounding footfalls we hear approaching. 
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So how exactly can we ‘create effective visual persuasion and raise awareness especially to a 

younger audience on areas such as health and safety issues and in particular, the dangers of 
the Internet?’ My view – resist the temptation to be visually clever or to push the envelope – 
as the current buttock-clenching jargon has it. Be basic, be simple – that in itself will make 

what you do stand out! On top of that, be believable and do it superbly well. That doesn’t 
mean to say be realistic – the hooded figure in ‘Dark and Lonely Water’ is hardly realistic. 

But the symbolism – that of a human figure whose shape is largely indefinable and whose 
face is hidden, then subsequently revealed to be non-existent – is deeply embedded in our 
communal psyche, and is accepted as ‘believable’ on that account. 

 

 
I suspect that displays of visual pyrotechnics have reached a point on TV and in film where 
they’re simply accepted as hugely expensive extravaganzas that people in the film world – a 
world of make-believe anyway – now have the techniques to achieve. They’re not seen as 

representing any sort of reality. But if PIF’s or any sort of video is hoping to appeal to, and 
to be accepted and believed by a younger audience, then it needs to eschew all that and go 
back to basics – back to the things that are believed and trusted. 

 

 
 

This may of course, raise another question – that of the attention span of a young audience. 
They are exposed every day to fast-cutting visuals, explosive noises, over-the-top laughter, 
loud music, and often cacophonous sound tracks. How you then get them to calm their brains 
and emotions down enough to give serious attention to what they’re watching – well, I have 

to pass on that one. That’s digs deep into the very society we’ve allowed to develop around 
us. But if I were still in the business of directing PIF’s I’d try my very hardest to find an 
answer to it. 

 

Jeff Grant, February 12, 2016 

 

 

 

 
(ii) 

I think you are right in saying that the 1970s was the golden age of the pif. This was at least 
in part due to the fact that their distribution was limited to BBC (at shutdown) and to the ITV 

network, watching them was a shared experience that still resonates, amongst people of a 
certain age. 

 
The COI was a regular and reliable source of income for a lot of film makers, new and 

established, so there was a sizeable pool of talent to draw from and the result was many 
differing approaches to getting across health and safety messages – horror and comedy were 

popular approaches. 

 
Tony Dykes (Archive Content Officer, British Film Institute) , March 2, 2016 
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(iii) 

 

Lonely Water Commentary: 

0-0.13 Camera gently pans across a misty stretch of murky dark water amid twisted brambles draping from the 
bank into the water. At the end of the scene, an image of ghoulish spectre appears menacingly in the mist. 

 
VOICE-OVER: "I am the Spirit of Dark and Lonely Water, ready to trap the unwary, the show-off, the fool, 

and this is the kind of place you'd expect to find me" 

Scene: A housing area being developed in a semi-rural area. The children are playing in a rubbish tip, a bull 

dozer can be clearly seen in the scene among surrounding debris. 

Clothing: All children are in civics suggesting the situation is happening at the weekend or after school. After 
school activities with friends was quite common for children in the 1970s. 

Sound: “Come on! Come on!” (Note: estuary London accents) 

0.13-0.18 Camera angle: close-up on boy's face (a look of excitement, mouth ajar, coat hood tightly wrapping 
the face), camera zooms back to full frame. Four animated children are playing on a rubbish tip. There is a lot of 
performativity in the scene. E.g. jumping, picking up, bending down, handling found debris, which together 
with the voice-over, is steadily creating tension. 

 

VOICE-OVER: (begins 0.15) "But no-one expects to find me here... it seems too ordinary. But that pool is 
deep. The boy is showing off. The bank is slippery 

The camera focuses on to a boy in the foreground. He appears to be trying to retrieve something. 

0.18-0.21 Frame: Positioned behind the boy. He is trying to retrieve a football from a pool of muddy water. At 
0.19 he turns (face close-up) to the camera. He demonic scowl in frustration, waving his arm in anger. The 
tension continues to gather pace as he being egged on by the other children. 

0.21-24 Frame: From the muddy pool focusing upward. From the positioning of the frame, the children now 

appear dominant, and more expressive. Their faces are contorted by the spectacle. Again, a lot of movement in 
jumping, waving, pointing, and prodding. The boy to the right with the stick continues in pursuit. His posture 
now suggests urgency. He is heavily leaning, unbalanced, his movements more erratic. The tension is now at its 
peak as the spectre stealthily comes in to the scene in the background at 0.21. 

 
0.24 Frame: Close-up of boy's lower half slowly sliding down muddy bank 

0.25-0.26 Frame: From muddy pool focusing upward. The boy has lost balanced, arms outstretched, mouth 
wide open, he falls out of frame. The viewer hears the inevitable splash and can imagine the grizzly scene. 

0.26-0.28 Frame: Boy left of frame, boy and girl right of frame. The silhouetted spectre is now clearly visible, 
background centre. 

 

0.28-0.35 Frame: Fade out, the camera pans round a large pond, ducks can be seen and heard in a tranquil 
countryside environment. The focus zooms in on a boy leaning precariously, holding onto a branch and trying to 
retrieve something with a stick. 

 
Voice-over: “The show-offs are easy. But the unwary ones are easier still. This branch is weak, rotten, it'll never 

take his weight” 

 
0.35-0.37 Frame: Boy`s arm holding onto a branch 

 
0.37-0.39 Frame: Cut back to boy, leaning towards camera, full frame. Urgency on his face 

 
0.39-0.41 Frame: Fingers gripping branch (Sound of creaking branch intensifies) 

 
0.41-0.42 Frame: Cut back to boy leaning towards camera, branch breaks (ducks quack) and boy falls into the 
pond 
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0.42-0.44 Frame: The spirit turns away from walking in the reeds (ducks quacking) 

 
0.44-0.47 Frame: Fades to Close-up `Danger No Swimming` sign 

 
Voice-over: “Only a fool would ignore this. But there's one born every minute. Under the water there are traps. 
Old cars, bedsteads, weeds, hidden depths. It's the perfect place for an accident” 

 
0.47-1.05 Frame: The focus is on Clothes, shoes. The camera pulls back and pans slowly around the wasteland 
environment which is littered with an assortment objects such bicycles, cars, cookers, bedsteads, baths, sofas etc. 
A boy`s cries for help can be heard from the pool 

 
Boy: “Look! There`s someone in the water, quick! Give us that big stick to get him out” 

 
1.05-1.08 Frame: The spectre is standing by the No Swimming sign, the camera sharply zooms into the spectre 

blackout frame 

 
Voice-over: “Sensible children! I have no power over them!” 

 
1.08-1.12 Frame: The camera pulls back. The spectre`s cape falls to the floor, children run across the cape 

 
1.12-1.20 Frame: Fades into scene. Two children are walking with the boy they helped from the water 

 
Boy: “Oi mate, that's a stupid place to swim. Hey, go over there and get that thing to wrap him in” 

 
Frame: The camera tracks the young girl who picks up the spectre's cape. 

 
Boy: "You don't arf feel cold mate, how long was you in there?" 

 
1.20-1.22 Frame: Camera facing upwards from the bank edge towards girl as she tosses the cape into the water 

 
Girl: "Uggh, orrible thing" 

 
1.22-1.28 Frame: The spectre's cape floats on the surface of the way 

 
Voice-over: "I'll be back-back-back-back-back" (with echo effects) 
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